Aim To compare the cube and radial scan patterns of the spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) for quantifying the Bruch's membrane opening minimum rim width (BMO-MRW). Methods Sixty healthy eyes and 189 glaucomatous eyes were included. The optic nerve head cube and radial pattern scans were acquired using Spectralis SD-OCT. BMO-MRWs were automatically delineated using the San Diego Automated Layer Segmentation Algorithm. The BMO-MRW diagnostic accuracy for glaucoma detection and rates of change derived from the two scan patterns were compared. results There was a significant difference between the baseline global BMO-MRW measurements of cube and radial scans for healthy (301.9±57.8 µm and 334.7±61.8 µm, respectively, p<0.003) and glaucoma eyes (181.2±63.0 µm and 210.2±67.2 µm, respectively, p<0.001). The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve for differentiating between healthy and glaucoma eyes was 0.90 for both the radial scanbased and cube scan-based BMO-MRW. No significant difference in the rate of BMO-MRW change (mean follow-up years) by scan pattern was found among both healthy (cube: −1.47 µm/year, radial: −1.53 µm/year; p=0.48) (1.6 years) and glaucoma eyes (cube: −2.37 µm/ year, radial: −2.28 µm/year; p=0.45) (2.6 years). Conclusion Although the cube scan-based BMO-MRW was significantly smaller than the radial scan-based BMO-MRW, we found no significant difference between the two scan patterns for detecting glaucoma, identifying BMO location and measuring the rate of BMO-MRW change. These results suggest that although BMO-MRW estimates are not interchangeable, both scan patterns can be used for monitoring BMO-MRW changes over time.
InTroduCTIon
Glaucoma is a neurodegenerative disease that is characterised by accelerated retinal ganglion cell (RGC) death leading to progressive visual field loss. 1 2 It is estimated that 30%-50% of RGCs are lost before visual field defects can be confirmed by standard visual field testing. 3 4 Therefore, early detection of glaucomatous neuronal loss is critical in the diagnosis of the disease and the maintenance of vision.
Developments in spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) have facilitated better visualisation and evaluation of microstructures that are undetectable funduscopically. [5] [6] [7] One structure that is easily visualised by SD-OCT is the Bruch's membrane (BM). BM is a pentalaminar structure composed of the retinal pigment epithelium basement membrane, inner collagenous layer, middle elastic layer, outer collagenous layer and the choroidal endothelial cell basement membrane. 8 The innermost edge of the BM, known as Bruch's membrane opening (BMO), has been shown to have clinical and diagnostic value for glaucoma. 9 The BMO identifies the anatomic position of the disc margin more accurately and consistently than traditional techniques that rely on the subjective appearance of optic nerve head (ONH) surface. 9 The BMO has been shown to be stable over time in both healthy and glaucomatous eyes, making it a valuable reference point for other eye structures. 10 From the BMO, new indices have been introduced, such as the BMO minimum rim width (BMO-MRW), which is defined as the minimum distance from the BMO to the internal limiting membrane (ILM). 9 Some studies suggest that the BMO-MRW is a better predictor of visual field total deviation and visual sensitivity threshold than retinal nerve fibre layer (RNFL) thickness in patients with glaucoma. 11 12 In contrast, other studies have found that the diagnostic accuracy of BMO-MRW is similar to RNFL thickness for differentiating between healthy and glaucoma eyes. 13 Because of the potential clinical importance of BMO and BMO-MRW indices, it is important to characterise how different scan patterns influence the measurements of these two indices. The cube and radial scan patterns are the most widely used in SD-OCT. The cube scan comprised parallel and equidistant B-scans, while the radial scan comprised 48 B-scans at constant angular intervals centred on the ONH. The Spectralis OCT (HRA+ OCT) has both scan patterns available for imaging the ONH, while the Cirrus OCT focuses only on the cube scan. Previous studies have compared various image patterns; however, none have studied the differences between the cube and radial B-scan patterns in identifying the BM parameters. [14] [15] [16] [17] Utilising the Spectralis SD-OCT, we examined differences between the two scan patterns for measuring the BMO location, the BMO-MRW and the rate of BMO-MRW change over time.
MeThods Participants
The participants of this study were recruited from the Diagnostic Innovations in Glaucoma Study (DIGS) at the University of California, San Diego, which was designed to examine the visual function and optic nerve structure in patients with glaucoma. Methodological details about DIGS have been outlined previously. 18 Methods of this study abide by the Declaration of Helsinki and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. The protocol was approved by the University of California San Diego Human Subjects Committee and the University of California, San Diego Institutional Review Board. In short, inclusion criteria for all subjects (healthy and glaucoma) were (1) 20/40 visual acuity or better, (2) spherical refraction of less than ±5.0 dioptre and (3) cylinder correction of less than ±3 dioptre.
For healthy participants, further inclusion criteria include (1) an intraocular pressure (IOP) <22 mm Hg with no previous history of elevated IOP and (2) a minimum of two normal visual field tests using the standard automated perimetry (SAP) with a pattern standard deviation (PSD) within 95% confidence limits and a glaucoma hemifield test (GHT) within normal limits.
For participants with glaucoma, further inclusion criteria include (1) open angles on gonioscopy, and (2) at least two consecutive abnormal SAP tests with either PSD or GHT result outside 99% normal limits. Exclusion criteria include eyes with any optic neuropathy other than glaucoma.
This study included 249 eyes of 130 subjects (60 eyes of 30 healthy subjects and 189 eyes of 100 glaucoma subjects). Standard assessments of simultaneous stereophotographs were also used to identify optic disc changes in glaucoma subjects. If at least one eye exhibited glaucomatous visual field loss, the subject would be considered in the glaucoma group. Furthermore, in order to be considered in the longitudinal data analysis, subjects were required to have a minimum total of three SAP and three OCT tests and 1.2 years of follow-up.
Imaging
ONH scans were acquired using Spectralis SD-OCT (Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany). Images were analysed with the Heidelberg V.6.0.9.0 software. The acquisition rate of the device is 40 000 A-scans per second at an axial resolution of 3.9 µm. Two ONH scan types were acquired, the cube scan and the radial scan pattern. The 4.5×4.5 mm cube scan comprised 30° wide, 73 B-scans with 768 A-scans per B-scan. The resolution of the ONH cube scan is 73×768×496 pixels. The B-scans are separated by 0.06 mm, while the A-scans are separated by 0.006 mm. The radial scan comprised 30° wide, 48 B-scans with 1024 A-scans per B-scan. The resolution of the ONH radial scan is 48×1096×496 pixels.
The Spectralis OCT incorporates a real-time eye tracking system to reduce eye motion artefact and reduce variability in follow-up scans. For each scan pattern (ie, cube scan and radial scan), the follow-up image is registered automatically by instrument software. Quality assessment of OCT scans was completed by the Imaging Data Evaluation and Analysis Centre examiners, who were masked to the subject's diagnosis and other test results. Good quality scans required good focus and a signal-tonoise ratio ≥15 dB. 
Clinical science Image segmentation
To calculate the MRW in both cube and radial scans, raw Spectralis ONH cube and radial scans were exported to a numerical computing language (MATLAB; MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA). The automated segmentation algorithm, San Diego Automated Layer Segmentation Algorithm (SALSA), was used to automatically segment the BMO-MRW, the shortest distance between BM opening and the ILM. Details of the SALSA have been described previously. 10 19 20 The positions of the BMO points were identified automatically through SALSA.
Image alignment
To compare the BMO detection results derived from the radial and the cube scans, an x-y axes registration is performed by a custom free field registration software using the blood vessels in the en face image, which has the benefit of not introducing bias into the estimate of the variation in BMO location because the registration is performed on the en face image and not on each individual B-scan. Moreover, the x-y registration is necessary to ensure that we are comparing the same region over time.
statistical analysis
Descriptive statistics were used to compare demographic characteristics of healthy and glaucoma eyes. t-tests were used to compare continuous variables and Χ 2 tests were used to compare categorical variables.
For the SALSA BMO identification method, the difference of the BMO location derived from the cube and radial scan was calculated. The analysis was performed with commercial statistical software package (SAS System for Windows, Version 8.2, SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina, USA) using the minimum norm quadratic unbiased estimation method. Differences in the intercept and slope between healthy and progressing glaucoma eyes were modelled as fixed effects, and the individual distribution of intercept and slope between subjects was modelled as random effects. The model was adjusted for age and the correlation between eyes was accounted for in the model. BMO-MRW thicknesses between the two scan patterns were compared using the paired t-test. The relationship between two scan patterns was assessed using Pearson correlation coefficients. Agreement between the two scan patterns was assessed by performing a Bland-Altman plot of the mean-paired difference. 21 The differences for each pairwise comparison were plotted against their mean. A fixed bias was present when there was a systemic difference in the corresponding measurements of the two devices. The mean differences and their 95% CIs were calculated.
Furthermore, in order to assess the ability of the two different scan patterns to detect eyes with glaucomatous visual field loss from healthy eyes, the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were constructed. The diagnostic accuracy for each scan pattern was calculated as the area under the ROC curve (AUC).
An AUC equal to 1 represents perfect discrimination, whereas an AUC of 0.5 represents chance discrimination.
resulTs
Sixty eyes of 30 healthy subjects and 189 eyes of 100 glaucoma subjects were included. The glaucoma group consisted of 144 early glaucoma eyes (mean deviation (MD)>−6 dB), 26 moderate glaucoma eyes (−12<MD−≤6) and 19 advanced glaucoma eye (MD≤−12 dB). The demographic and baseline ocular characteristics of each study group are represented in table 1. The mean (±SD) age of patients with glaucoma (71±11 years; range 34-92 years) was significantly older than healthy subjects (48±12 years; range 24-68 years, p<0.001). Compared with the healthy group, the glaucoma group had a smaller proportion of women (77% vs 49%, respectively, p=0.003), individuals of African descent (30% vs 18%, respectively, p=0.001) and longer duration of follow-up (mean 1.6 years (range 1.2-1.8) vs 2.6 years (range 2.1-3.4) respectively, p<0.001). No statistically significant differences were found between the glaucoma and healthy eyes with regard to mean IOP during follow-up (mm Hg) and disc area (mm 2 ) (p=0.381 and p=0.065, respectively). The difference in global and sectoral BMO location measured in voxels between the cube and radial scans in both glaucoma and normal eyes was not significant (p=0.48 for global) (table 2). Specifically, in glaucoma eyes, the mean global BMO location difference between cube and radial scans was 2.25 voxels (SD ±2.01). The inferior sector had the largest difference in BMO location between cube and radial scans (2.50±2.53 voxels), while the temporal sector had the smallest difference Clinical science (1.70±1.27 voxels). In healthy subjects, the mean global BMO location difference between the cube and radial scan was 2.14±1.33 voxels. The largest difference between scan types was found in the inferior sector (2.36±1.72 voxels), and the smallest difference was in the nasal sector (1.82±1.40 voxels). A Bland-Altman plot was constructed to compare the x-axis locations of two BMO points derived from the radial and cube scans. For each of the 48 radial scans, two BMO locations were identified resulting in 96 points for comparison with the cube scan, which was registered in the y-axis and z-axis to the radial scan. The Bland-Altman plot indicates that there is no bias detected among the differences in BMO location measurements between the radial and cube scans (figure 1). The 95% limits of agreement were −5.5 to 5.5 voxels.
Baseline global and sectorial BMO-MRW (in µm) measurements obtained from radial and cube scans are presented in table 3. We found a significant difference (p=0.003) between the baseline global and sectors BMO-MRW measurements obtained by the two scan patterns; the radial scan consistently yielded a longer BMO-MRW than the cube scan.
Bland-Altman plots were used to check for bias in between the two scan patterns when measuring the global BMO-MRW in both healthy and glaucoma groups (figures 2 and 3) . We found a positive correlation between the cube and radial scans baseline BMO-MRW values; the correlation coefficient was r=0.88 and r=0.90 for the global BMO-MRW measurements in healthy and glaucoma eyes, respectively (p value <0.0001) (table 4). In both healthy and glaucoma eyes, the correlation was weakest for the BMO-MRW in the temporal sectors (r=0.80 and r=0.85, respectively, p value <0.001).
The rate of BMO-MRW change measured in µm per year obtained from the cube and radial scans is shown in table 5. There was no statistical difference between the two scan patterns in the global and sectoral rates of BMO-MRW change in both healthy and glaucoma eyes. p-values ranged from 0.24 to 0.57. The glaucoma eyes showed a significantly steeper decline in BMO-MRW global rate of BMO-MRW change in cube scan (−2.37 µm/ year) and radial scan (−2.28 µm/year) than the healthy group (global rate of BMO-MRW change in cube scan: −1.47 µm/year; radial scan: −1.53 µm/year) (p=0.45 and p=0.48, respectively).
The distribution of BMO-MRW rates of change obtained from cube and radial scans in healthy and glaucoma eyes is presented in figures 4 and 5. In both groups, the majority of eyes fell between −1 and −3 µm/year. The rates of change of BMO-MRW exhibited similar distribution between the cube and radial scans in both healthy and glaucoma eyes.
The AUC for differentiating between healthy and glaucoma eyes using global BMO-MRW was 0.90 for both the radial scanbased (95% CI 0.83 to 0.96) and cube scan-based (95% CI 0.83 to 0.97) BMO-MRW, after adjusting for disc size, age and axial length (figure 6).
dIsCussIon
In this longitudinal study, we examined the differences between cube and radial B-scan patterns in measuring the baseline BMO location and BMO-MRW, and the rate of BMO-MRW change. We found no significant difference in BMO location between the two scan patterns, with a small average difference of two voxels between the two scan patterns. However, we found notable and significant differences in the baseline BMO-MRW between the two scan patterns (p=0.003 and p<0.001 for global measurement of healthy and glaucoma eyes, respectively). Despite differences in baseline BMO-MRW values, we found no significant differences in the rate of BMO-MRW change obtained by radial and cube scan patterns (p=0.48 for global rate of BMO-MRW change in healthy group and p=0.45 for global rate of BMO-MRW change in glaucoma eyes). These findings suggest radial and cube scans will produce similar results when measuring BMO-MRW progression if the data from the two scan patterns are analysed separately.
While this study compares radial and cube scan patterns in relation to BMO-MRW, several other studies have compared the effectiveness of radial and cube scans in measuring parameters other than BMO-MRW. In one such study, Schneider et al 22 studied the differences between several scan patterns and densities when evaluating macular holes. They looked at the three scan patterns (61-line cube volume, 6-line and 24-line radial scan) and found the 24-line radial scan to provide better detection of small full-thickness macular holes in comparison to the other two scan patterns. 22 Mayama et al 15 looked at the difference in performance between circular scan, cube scan and annular scan patterns in measuring the peripapillary RNFL thickness. The cube scan was shown to have greater sensitivity than the circular and the annular method in detecting early-stage glaucoma. Our study differs in that we used the cube and radial image patterns to look at a different optic structure, the BM, near the ONH. Moreover, our images were automatically segmented and analysed using SALSA, which facilitates a more objective assessment, as opposed to the manual segmentation carried out by Schneider et al. 22 Since RGC axons that comprise the RNFL cannot penetrate the underlying BM, all axons are confined to the BMO-MRW space. This phenomenon offers a new potential index in assessing the progression of glaucoma, the BMO-MRW. Gardiner et al 23 have shown that SD-OCT-derived measurements of RNFL thickness correlated well with BMO-MRW (r=0.680), while Chauhan et al 24 found BMO-MRW to be a better diagnostic marker in the detection of glaucoma than RNFL thickness. Moreover, Tun et al 25 in a cross-sectional study of healthy ethnic Chinese subjects found that rim area (β=194.31, p<0.001) was more strongly Clinical science associated with BMO-MRW than RNFL thickness (β=0.5, p=0.04). As expected from the neurodegenerative nature of glaucoma, we found that BMO-MRW rate of decline measured by both the cube and radial B-scans was higher in glaucoma than normal group due to more RGC loss and RNFL thinning (cube: −1.47 µm/year, radial: −1.53 µm/year (p value: 0.48) for healthy; cube: −2.37 µm/year, radial: −2.37 µm/year (p value: 0.45) for glaucoma).
In addition to the BMO-MRW, the optic rim and the cup-todisc ratio can also be derived from the BMO. Strouthidis et al 26 have shown that depending on the tissue architecture, the BMO constitutes the boundaries for disc margin. Since we found that the average difference between the BMO locations in the radial and cube scans was relatively small (average difference of two voxels), both scan patterns can be equally used to determine the disc margin. However, it is important to note that BMO does not always correlate to what clinicians perceive as the disc margin. In myopic eyes with disc tilt, BMO might not necessarily match with the clinical disc margin. 26 There are several limitations in this study. First, subjects in this study were exclusively imaged with Spectralis SD-OCT (Heidelberg Engineering), which might limit the generalisability of our findings to other OCT instruments. Second, the images were captured by the Spectralis SD-OCT on the high-resolution setting, which has higher resolution and a relatively slow acquisition speed compared with the high-speed setting. The high-speed setting on the Spectralis may be more practical in the clinical environment, as the acquisition time is faster and requires less focus by the patient. Additional studies need to be completed to verify if our results are consistent with the high-speed setting. Third, the cube scans comprised B-scans that are separated by 0.6 mm, while the A-scans are separated by 0.006 mm. Shorter distances between B-scans will lead to a more precise quantification of the BMO-MRW. Finally, a longer patient follow-up duration would allow for better assessment of whether the rate of BMO-MRW change differs by scan pattern.
Moreover, our results showed a similar ability of the BMO-MRW derived from radial or cube scans to differentiate between healthy and glaucoma eyes. One limitation of this study is that the healthy and glaucoma groups are not age-matched, gender-matched and ethnicity-matched. For this reason, the AUC was adjusted for age, disc size and axial length, as the ethnicity and the gender were not significant in the model.
In summary, we demonstrated that although the cube scanbased BMO-MRW was significantly smaller than the radial scanbased BMO-MRW, we found no significant difference between the two scan patterns for detecting glaucoma, identifying BMO locations and measuring the rate of BMO-MRW change. These results suggest that although BMO-MRW estimates are not interchangeable, both scan patterns can be used for monitoring BMO-MRW changes over time.
Figure 6
Age, disc size and axial length-adjusted ROC curves for global BMO-MRW derived from radial and cube scan patterns. AUC, area under the ROC curve; BMO-MRW, Bruch's membrane opening minimum rim width; ROC, receiver operating characteristic.
